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Abstract—The bistatic scattering by perfectly conducting higher
order polyhedral reflectors of large dimensions with respect to
the wavelength, is studied. These particular faceted polyhedra,
composed of several identical trihedral corner reflectors (TCR),
are expected to exhibit a large RCS over a wide angular range with
specific properties in terms of directivity and depolarization. Since
numerical methods can not be applied to these complex structures
(owing to the number of unknowns involved), an asymptotic
method based on the physical optics combined with the geomet-
rical optics approximations and the method of equivalent currents,
recently developed for a single TCR, is used. The validity of the
extended method is discussed and results for higher order (first-,
second- and fourth-order) octahedral reflectors and icosahedral
reflectors are also studied, in particular in terms of depolarization.

Index Terms—Corner reflectors, diffraction, electromagnetic
scattering, geometrical optics (GOs), physical optics (POs), radar
cross section (RCS).

I. INTRODUCTION

T HIS PAPER IS devoted to the study of a group of radar
reflectors: the polyhedral corner reflectors. For clarifica-

tion, let us introduce the following acronyms:
• Double reflection (DR).
• Geometrical optics (GO).
• Icosahedral reflector (IR).
• Method of equivalent currents (MEC).
• Multilevel fast multipole method (MLFMM).
• Octahedral reflector (OR).
• Physical optics (PO).
• Radar cross section (RCS).
• Single diffraction (SD).
• Single reflection (SR).
• Trihedral corner reflector (TCR).
• Triple reflection (TR).
Reflectors, which present a nearly omnidirectional RCS and

a specific depolarization, are needed for many applications con-
cerning radar systems. As a consequence, an ideal omnidirec-
tional radar reflector reflects incident waves uniformly in all
directions and takes the form of a sphere. Unfortunately, the
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Fig. 1. The trihedral corner reflector.

Fig. 2. A polyhedral reflector conforming to a quasi-spherical shape.

convex reflective surface of a spherical reflector does not pro-
vide a high RCS.

Contrary to the sphere, it is well known that the TCR, as de-
picted in Fig. 1, exhibits a large RCS over a wide angular range.
Indeed, this is due to DR and TR contributions which provide a
return of the incident wave in several directions. Therefore, this
reflector isemployedasa radarenhancementdeviceandasaprac-
tical benchmark target for RCS measurements. It has also been
employed as a ground marker target for the calibration of syn-
thetic aperture radar (SAR) images [1], [2]. In spite of the fact
that the TCR provides a high and relatively flat backscattering
co-polarization response, as a function of incidence angle, the
cross-polarization one is lower. Moreover, a high RCS dynamics
is obtained. Finally, this reflector can be used in a restricted an-
gular domain, i.e., in the interior region which delimits a solid
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(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 3. Higher order octahedral reflectors. (a) First order. (b) Second order. (c) Fourth order.

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 4. Higher order icosahedral reflectors. (a) First order. (b) Second order. (c) Fourth order.

angle of steradians. Intuitively, it seems to be interesting to
puttogethermanyTCRsinordertoobtaina -steradianresponse
with a high RCS. This kind of reflector should be more appro-
priate than the TCR for many applications as a radar target for
meteorological balloons tracking [3], [4], identifying the posi-
tion of a person which is in distress [5], mounted on buoys or on
a high tower to mark shoals and warn airplanes respectively [6],
as a reference target for bistatic polarimetric measurements. The
basic idea of this paper is to study a target composed of elemen-
tary TCRs located in such manner to tend to a quasi-spherical
shape. In the electromagnetic point of view, such a target is ex-
pected to present the isotropic sphere property and a local high
RCS for each TCR, which leads to a high RCS in steradians
for this kind of target. An example of such a reflector is presented
in Fig. 2. Some U.S. patents describe the usefulness of these re-
flectors without demonstration [7]–[9].

Indeed, by using high-frequency methods, the bistatic scat-
tering by higher order polyhedral reflectors has not been evalu-
ated yet.

Let us introduce the geometry of these structures. A polyhe-
dral reflector is a polyhedron for which each face is replaced by
a TCR. This corresponds to a first-order polyhedral reflector.

A polyhedral reflector of order is a polyhedral reflector in
which each elementary TCR of internal length is replaced by
a TCR array, for which each TCR has an internal length equal to

. For instance, see Figs. 3(a) and 4(a) for the first-order OR
(initially this polyhedron has eight faces) and IR (initially this
polyhedron has 20 faces) respectively. If , the number
of TCRs equals 32 and 80 for the second-order OR and IR, re-
spectively. In Fig. 3(b) and (c) the second-order and fourth-order
ORs are depicted, and in Fig. 4(b) and (c) the second-order and
fourth-order IRs are depicted. From the geometry of the poly-
hedral reflector[10], the local basis related to the
elementary TCR which is numbered (
for OR and for IR), is expressed in the global
coordinate system.

Then, the bistatic scattering by the polyhedral reflector is
computed by using an analytical asymptotic method, presented
in details in [11], [12]. This method evaluates (by using PO,
GO, and MEC) the bistatic scattering by TCR and for any exci-
tation and observation angles. It is a generalization to the bistatic
full-polarimetric case of the calculus of Corona et al. [13] and
Polycarpou et al. [14], which studied the monostatic scattering
of a TCR when it is excited and observed in the interior re-
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Fig. 5. A part of the second-order octahedral reflector (only two faces replaced
by second-order TCR arrays).

Fig. 6. Angles in FSA convention.

gion. To be consistent with the PO, coupling effects between
the TCRs of the polyhedral reflector are not taken into account,
and the method described in [12] is applied for each TCR. Then,
all bistatic scattering matrices are transposed in the global coor-
dinate system by using the spherical and Euler rotation matrices
(and a phase translation if necessary). Finally, a coherent sum-
mation is realized.

This method was applied for a first-order octahedral reflector
in [12] and comparisons with a numerical method (MLFMM)
showed very good results. In [15], the method was applied for a
first-order icosahedral reflector and comparisons with the first-
order OR showed that the OR is more directive than the IR.

In this paper, the method proposed in [12], is extended for
more complex structure: the higher order polyhedral reflector
in order to reveal some important radar scattering properties.

First, comparisons are made between the asymptotic method
and the MLFMM, obtained from FEKO software [16], [17]. In-
deed, even if the proposed method provided good results with
the benchmark method in [11], [12], [15], the method have never
been tested for more complex structure in which the TCRs are
not located as in the first-order OR, and can present effects
which are not taken into account (as coupling effect between
TCRs, double diffraction or diffraction reflection for example).
The validity of the approach is discussed in monostatic and
bistatic cases, and the method is tested with a small reflector
(comparately with the wavelength) in order to test the limit of

validity of the method. Finally, results in terms of depolarization
behaviour are discussed in order to reveal property of the higher
order polyhedral reflectors.

II. COMPARISON WITH THE MLFMM

First, the monostatic RCS of a single TCR was compared
with the results of [13], [14] (no simulation was presented for
cross-polarizations) for co-polarizations. A perfect agreement is
observed, which permits to validate the contribution computa-
tions obtained from the GO, PO and MEC approximations for
a single TCR. In addition, in [12], for the case of the first-order
OR and for monostatic and bistatic configurations, the proposed
method was compared with the benchmark MLFMM obtained
from FEKO software [17]. A good agreement is observed for
co-polarizations, which shows that the blockage effects (shad-
owing effect in excitation and observation) must be taken into
account. On the other hand, some differences were observed for
cross-polarizations.

In this paper, owing to the number of unknowns involved for
the MLFMM, the validity of the method is tested for a quarter
second-order OR (see Fig. 5). For the MLFMM, the sampling
step is taken as (personal computer: CPU Intel Pentium
4 at 2.4 GHz and 2Go of RAM) owing to computer memory
restrictions (80 504 unknowns).

A. Monostatic Configuration

One of the advantages of the proposed method is that each
component contributing to the total signature can be evaluated
separately. In Fig. 7, the RCSs and are plotted versus
the observation angle for in the monostatic con-
figuration ( , ) for different
contributions. The inner edge length of each TCR of the struc-
ture, is equal to with a frequency of 10 GHz. Angles , ,

and are defined in FSA convention as depicted in Fig. 6.
As one can see, there is an excellent agreement between

the benchmark method and the “full” proposed method
(SR+DR+TR+MEC) in co-polarization. In cross-polarization, a
good agreement is observed around the maximum value, and as
the observation angle deviates from the direction of maximum
value, the difference increases. Other simulations with different
values of the azimuth incidence angle ( ) and
not presented in this paper, lead to the same conclusion.

The differences can be attributed to the diffraction/reflection
contributions which are not taken into account in the proposed
method. A solution could be the iteration of the MEC and the
PO, but the computation time would increase if the interaction
is computed in near field, because the triple integrals could not
be solved analytically. Another approach, like the geometrical
theory of diffraction (GTD) [18], [19], could be applied instead
of the GO for the first reflections during the DR and TR. This
would take into account the interaction between faces as the GO
does, but also the interactions between edges and faces with a
“reasonable increase of the computer time” as said by Corona et
al. [20]. It is important to note that under the GO approximation,
the scattered wave is assumed to be a plane wave between two
successive reflections. This assumption avoids quadruple inte-
grals for DR, and sextuple integrals for TR. But this can alter
the results, notably for cross-polarizations. This assumption is
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Fig. 7. Co- (top) and cross- (bottom) polarizations: monostatic RCSs of the quarter second-order OR versus � (� = �=6, L = 10�, f = 10 GHz).

Fig. 8. Co- (top) and cross- (bottom) polarizations: bistatic RCSs of the quarter second-order OR versus � (with L = 10�, f = 10GHz, � = 2�=3, � = �=3
and � = �).

discussed in details by Griesser et al. [21] for a dihedral corner
reflector.

In Fig. 7, one can observe that the MEC provides low values in
comparison with the other contributions. Indeed, in cross-polar-
izations, the DR provides high values (SR+DR+MEC compared
to SR+MEC), whereas the TR is negligible (SR+DR+TR+MEC
compared to SR+DR+MEC). However, the TR contribution
must be included in co-polarizations. In fact, the MEC is gen-
erally necessary for the co- and cross-polarizations if the other
contibutions provide values of the same order of magnitude.

B. Bistatic Configuration

In Fig. 8, the RCSs and are plotted versus the ob-
servation angle for a bistatic configuration ( ,

and ) for different contributions. The target
and the frequency are the same as the ones used for the monos-
tatic configuration (Section II-A).

As one can see, there is a good agreement between
the benchmark method and the “full” proposed method
(SR+DR+TR+MEC) in co- and cross- polarizations. Never-
theless, around in cross-polarization, the differences
increase. Indeed, it can be shown that this overestimation
is related to the overprediction of the double reflection
contribution occuring in the two returned TCRs. In conclusion,
the slight differences can be attributed to the reasons already
mentioned for the monostatic configuration (Section II-A).
But it is important to notice that, obviously, for bistatic
calculations there are additional blockage effects due to the
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Fig. 9. Co- (top) and cross- (bottom) polarizations: monostatic RCSs of the quarter second-order OR versus � (� = �=6, L = 5�, f = 10 GHz).

Fig. 10. Co- (top) and cross- (bottom) polarizations: bistatic RCSs of the quarter second-order OR versus � (with L = 5�, f = 10GHz, � = 2�=3, � = �=3
and � = �).

separation of source and observation. Consequently, the GO
limits can be more revealed.

C. Monostatic Case With a Small Reflector

In Fig. 9, the RCSs and are plotted versus the obser-
vation angle with the same parameters as in Section II-A, but
with an internal edge length equal to . This means that the
reflector may not be in the high frequency domain, in order to
test the accuracy of our asymptotic approach according to elec-
trical size. The sampling step for the MLFMM is taken as
since the reflector is smaller than the one studied in Section II-A.

These results can be compared with the ones in Fig. 7, where
is equal to . As one can see, there is a very good agreement

in co-polarization, whereas discrepancies appear in cross-polar-
ization. These differences are bigger than the ones obtained in

Section II-A. In conclusion, even though PO and GO approxi-
mations may be inappropriate for this configuration, results for
the co-polarization case are quite accurate but less accurate for
the cross-polarization case.

D. Bistatic Case With a Small Reflector

In Fig. 10, the RCSs and are plotted versus the ob-
servation angle with the same parameters as in Section II-B
but with an internal edge length equal to .

These results can be compared with the ones in Fig. 8, where
is equal to . As one can see, there is a quite good agree-

ment in co-polarization. In cross-polarization, our model gives
good results near the backscattering angle ( ). The dis-
crepancies in cross-polarization are bigger than those obtained
in Section II-B.
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TABLE I
COMPUTATION TIME REQUIRED, BY THE PROPOSED METHOD AND THE

MLFMM, TO OBTAIN THE FOUR COMPONENTS OF THE SCATTERING MATRIX

Thus, one can say that the internal edge length of the reflec-
tors must be at least equal to in order to obtain good results
both in co- and cross-polarizations.

One of the advantages of the proposed method is the compu-
tation time. In Table I the computation time, required to obtain
the four components of the scattering matrix, for the MLFMM
and our method, is given for each configuration studied before
(Sections II-A–II-D). In conclusion, the proposed method is
very interesting for real-time applications.

III. PROPERTIES OF THE HIGHER-ORDER POLYHEDRAL

REFLECTORS

A comparison was made between the first-order OR and the
first-order IR in [15]. For the OR, the response of each TCR
(eight) that composes the OR slightly interferes with the neigh-
bour TCRs. Indeed, the solid angle of each TCR ( stera-
dians) does not overlap with the solid angle of other TCRs. Thus,
high RCS values are obtained for each TCR near the specular
directions (TR, DR and SR specular directions). Finally, it was
demonstrated that the class of the polyhedral reflector modifies
the directivity since it was shown that the OR is more directive
than the IR. Let us now focus on the effects of the reflector order.

In order to compare the first-, second-, and fourth-order
ORs and IRs, the objects are chosen with the same global
dimensions [Figs. 3(a)–4(c)]. For all these reflectors, the cir-
cumscribed sphere has a radius of 1.614 m. For example, the
inner edge length of a TCR of the fourth-order IR equals 0.3
m, which equals for . Thus, each TCR is in the
high-frequency domain.

Let us introduce the cumulative function computed as fol-
lows: the number of values ranging between two given RCS
values (histogram) is calculated. For a given threshold ranging
from min(RCS) to max(RCS), the cumulative function is ob-
tained by integrating the histogram between min(RCS) and the
threshold. In addition, the cumulative function is normalized,
such that its final value [which occurs at max(RCS)] equals one.
In fact, for any value , the cumulative function value corre-
sponds to the fraction of the data that is strictly smaller than .

Figs. 11 and 12 compare the ratio (in decibel
scale) in terms of cumulative function by considering the first-,
second-, and fourth-order ORs (Fig. 11) and IRs (Fig. 12).
As the order increases, the curves are shifted toward the left,
which means that decreases. This
implies that the fourth-order polyhedral reflector is more depo-
larizing than the first- and second-order polyhedral reflectors,
since the difference between the cross- and co- polarization
values decreases when the order increases. For example, for
the fourth-order IR in Fig. 12, 50% of the values are smaller
than 10 dB, which means that the co-polarization values are at
most 10 dB higher than the cross-polarization values for 50%

Fig. 11. Cumulative function of � (dBm )� � (dBm ) for higher order
ORs.

Fig. 12. Cumulative function of � (dBm )� � (dBm ) for higher order
IRs.

of monostatic configurations. In conclusion, the depolarization
effect is improved when the order of the polyhedral reflector
increases.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper, a fast asymptotic method (based on PO, GO
and MEC) is applied for higher order polyhedral reflectors in
order to study their radar scattering properties. First, compar-
isons with a benchmark method are made to study the validity
of the method when it is applied on these particular complex
strucures. This leads to excellent agreement for co-polarization,
whereas for the cross-polarization, differences are observed and
discussed. Indeed, some improvements can be added by com-
puting other components, like the diffraction/reflection contri-
butions and the coupling effect between faces during DR and
TR in near-field zone. The proposed method permits to com-
pute the full bistatic RCS of a very complex scene composed of
several large polyhedral reflectors in a very short computation
time, which is very interesting for real-time systems.

It was demonstrated in a recent communication [15] that
when the class (number of elementary TCRs of the first order)
of the polyhedral reflector increases, the reflector better ap-
proximates the sphere shape. Thus, a nearly omnidirectional
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reflector can be obtained by increasing the class, and the high
RCS values of TCRs are kept. In this paper, the study leads to
a new conclusion: when the order increases, the depolarization
increases, which provides another depolarizing effect that the
one described in [22]–[24].
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